OpenMusic (OM) is a visual programming language developed on top of Common Lisp and CLOS, in which most of the functional and object-oriented programming concepts can be implemented and carried out graphically. Although this visual language was designed for musical applications, the focus in this paper is to describe and study OM as a complete general-purpose programming environment.
Introduction
Among its different historical fields, a particular approach in computer music research focused on the relations between musical and computer processes, in order to provide composers with means to develop musical formalisms and actualize musical ideas using the computer [6] . In this context, programming turned out to be a convenient solution, and computer-aided composition tools and software evolved toward specialized programming languages and environments [33, 50] . Due to their particular audience, the music programming languages share the necessity to deal and balance between efficiency, expressive power on the one hand, and user accessibility and creativity issues on the other hand. Functional programming languages, and particularly Lisp dialects, were often used for these purposes. The interpreted characteristic of Lisp allows an interactive use and an incremental development of compositional processes, and its relatively simple syntax, its expressivity and general capacity for the manipulation of symbolic structures allow to perform advanced operations on symbolic musical material [22] . Moreover, the mechanisms of abstractions and application of functional languages emphasize a symmetrical focus on the static musical data and the related generative processes, which proved to be pertinent from a compositional point of view. Other programming paradigms were also applied for music composition, like object-oriented programming [59] , or declarative and constraint programming [43, 64] . These paradigms were also often integrated or implemented within Lisp environments. Formes [63] was one of the early computer-aided composition projects carried out at IRCAM in the 80s; It was at the same time a functional programming language based on Lisp, and one of the first object-oriented systems. Other Lisp-based music languages and projects include for instance Arctic [20] and Nyquist [21] environments, or Common Music [67] . SuperCollider [51] is another language for sound synthesis and music composition combining object-oriented and functional programming aspects in a C-like syntax.
VPLs are explicitly dedicated to specific domains, such as experimental data and signal processing in DataVis [34] or in HP VEE [32] , or image processing in the Khoros system and its embedded visual programming environment Cantata [73, 62] . Much like the Prograph model, all of these VPLs mostly relate to a dataor event-driven data flow model. In this model, the modules or functions "fire" data to downstream graph components when their parameters are supplied.
VPL [42] is another visual language dedicated to image processing which, at the contrary, has a demanddriven computation model. In demand-driven computation, execution starts from a downstream component and recursively triggers the computation of the connected upstream boxes needed to supply its parameters. This model is roughly similar to the way a functional expression is evaluated in an interpretive language. It is also the one which is implemented in OM.
Viz [36] is another early visual language which worth being cited here for it was specifically defined to visually represent functional semantics. Although our focus is on the field of diagram representations, we shall also mention works on functional visual programs carried out in "icon-based" languages like VisaVis [60] , or some interesting attempts toward radically alternative program representations such as the Cube's 3-D representations [55] , or the VIPR's nested rings representation for imperative programs [17] . Several interesting surveys and classification papers provide complete and structured overviews of the existing visual programming languages [54, 35, 9] . Visual programing languages and graphical program representation are therefore not recent or unexplored research fields, however few of the past research works and prototypes have actually been widely adopted, or at least made effectively available and still running on modern operating systems.
In the computer music domain, the Max system [61] was a pioneering visual graph-based language for the design and specification of real-time event and signal processing, from which are (at least conceptually) derived many of the environments currently in use for contemporary music creation. Reactive data-driven computation makes these environments particularly suited and oriented toward real-time interactive applications and live performance. On the other hand, PatchWork (Laurson et al. [44] ) was another visual programming language dedicated to music composition and providing a graphical interface on Lisp, hence closer to pure functional programming, integrating specific high-level musical functions and data structures. PatchWork is actually the direct predecessor of OM. In contrast to real-time environments where the programs execute continuously from input streams (signals, events, metronomes, etc.), these languages execute programs on demand and provide a discrete synchronous control flow. This independence from real-time allows the generation of complex data, spread and structured over time and over other musical dimensions, which makes them well-adapted to formal compositional experimentation. Elody [57] is another example of a visual functional programming environment dedicated to music composition, which had the particularity to be an "icon-based" language allowing to perform abstractions and applications on musical data/function by simple drag and drop operations [48] .
Elements of the Language Design
The historical development of computer-aided composition and the design of the PatchWork/OM languages imply various aspects broadly related to the emergence of graphical user interfaces in the 80s/90s. On the one hand, as stated above, the idea of visual programming was an attractive alternative for musicians to replace the traditional textual languages used in most computer music composition systems. As most of these systems where derived from Lisp, building an visual interface on this particular language seemed natural, and would allow to integrate and reuse underlying knowledge and tools developed in the past. On the other hand lay the idea of integrating "active components" in programs, that is, allowing users to build interactive models in an experimental framework combining algorithmic processes, data visualization and notation, and enabling the interaction of these different aspects and materials of a musical project.
In the mid 90s, two projects succeeded to PatchWork in different institutions: PWGL [45] and OM (Agon, Assayag et al. [1, 7] ). Among the number of interface design issues and specificities resulting from these two separated branches, we can roughly underline that PWGL emphasizes particular aspects such as advanced graphics and music notation or sound synthesis features embedded in the Lisp visual interface [46, 40] , while OM would rather put forward a generic and modular visual programming framework. Specific features such as musical notation, time representation or sound synthesis are also present in OM, and have been discussed in previous articles [7, 2, 10] ; We shall however ignore them in the present context in order to focus of the visual programming language itself.
The design of a complete programming language requires a minimal set of fundamental features which where indeed partially lacking in PatchWork. As most of the modern languages, PatchWork already provided procedural abstraction features in its visual programming framework. Abstraction is one of the most essential issues in programming languages, for it allows to create structured and scalable programs, easier to conceptualize, develop and maintain. Other important features were however missing, like higher-order programming, control structures such as conditionals and iterations, or recursion. Common Lisp includes all of these features through higher-order functions, anonymous and dynamically declared lambda functions, special forms and macros such as if, loop, and the like [66] . The corresponding constructs have therefore been implemented graphically in the OM language. They will be detailed successively in the following sections. In order to ensure maximum expressivity, we will see that they can also be completed or associated to textual Lisp programming when necessary, or when it appears to be more convenient.
Although it internally used some object-oriented aspects provided by CLOS, PatchWork did not provide either the users with any access to object-oriented programming, which is another important part of the OM visual language which will be addressed further on. In addition to standard object-oriented features like class and method definitions, multiple inheritance and polymorphism, several essential aspects specific to CLOS are implemented, such as the notion of generic functions (collection of methods specialized for different arguments), the multiple dispatch interface (specialization of the methods upon any or all of their arguments), or the standard method combinations [26] .
Visual Programs in OM
OM falls into the category of the diagram, or "graph-based" VPLs. The diagrams created in the visual language are oriented graphs that correspond to functional expressions, ultimately translated to Lisp and evaluated. OM is an interpretive language, which means that programs can be created, modified and executed dynamically.
Basics of the Language Syntax and Semantics
Most visual programming in OM is done in patch editors. A patch is the general representation of a functional expression; it is constituted by boxes linked to each other via graphical arcs called connections. Figure 1 shows a patch implementing simple arithmetic operations. Each box is associated to (or semantically refers to) an underlying element of the language (e.g. a function, a class, a patch 1 ). In the example of Figure 1 , the boxes refer to functions (+ and ×) or to constant values (3, 6 and 100).
A box is made of a kernel frame and a number of inlets and outlets, depending on the referred element. Inlets are visible at the top of the boxes, and outlets at the bottom. The inlets of a function box, for instance, correspond to the function arguments, and its outlets correspond to the (possibly multiple) returned values. When creating a program, the user has the possibility to access the characteristics of the boxes through documentation windows, and can know about the individual assignment and possible values of each of their inputs and outputs thanks to a tooltips system (see Figure 2 ). Semantically, each box corresponds to a functional application: Upon evaluation, it triggers a call to its reference (i.e. a function call, an object instantiation, and so on). The connections between boxes describe how data flows from one to another: They define the functional composition of the programs. By connecting an inlet of a box to an outlet of another box, a functional argument of the first box is set to be the result of the second one, and so forth. An automatic checking prevents the user to make syntactic errors such as creating cycles or connecting various different values to a same box input. Therefore, a set of connected boxes constitutes a consistent oriented acyclic graph that corresponds to a well-formed s-expression. The semantics of a patch is given by a set of rules that transform the visual expressions into Lisp expressions to be evaluated. The patch in Figure 1 corresponds to the following expression: Each box has a reference and a value. At evaluation, the application of the box's reference computes the value. 2 The function responsible for this is a generic-function called omng-box-value, which is specialized for the different types of boxes. In the following code sample, OMBoxCall is a box that refers to a function:
; Eval the output indexed by 'numout' for the box 'self' (defmethod omng-box-value ((self OMBoxCall) &optional (numout 0)) (let ((args (mapcar #'omng-box-value (inputs self)))) (nth numout (multiple-value-list (apply (reference self) args))) ))
During the evaluation of a box, the value of each of its inputs is to be determined before the actual function call. Inputs are formally defined by a value and a connection. The input connection is either null (if the input has no incoming connection) or a list (box n) indicating the connected box and the index of its connected ouput. If the input is connected, its value is therefore substituted by the nth output value of the connected box. Hence, the box inputs are key elements in the flow control: They transfer the evaluation to other boxes and return the results to their own box call according to the functional composition defined by the patch connections. The omng-box-value method for an input is defined as follows :
; Returns the value corresponding to a box input. (defmethod omng-box-value ((self Input) &optional (numout 0)) (declare (ignore numout)) (if (connection self) (omng-box-value (car (connection self)) (cadr (connection self))) (value self)))
Evaluating a box therefore amounts to evaluating the functional graph (or the equivalent expression) rooted from this box. A recursive sequence of evaluations occurs which reduces the s-expression according to the patch functional composition. In Figure 1 the evaluation of the box × starts this reduction process: the result of box 100 (i.e. the value itself) is multiplied to that of box +, and so forth. The final result is stored as the value of box ×, and printed in a Listener window.
As we can see in this simple example, the computation model of OM is demand-driven: Depending on the purpose of the program, the evaluated box (i.e. the "root" of the evaluation graph) may be an object factory (see section 4.2) or a simple functional call which result is printed in the Listener. Notice that the demand-driven model allows the program to be partially evaluated at each particular box in the graph. This is an important characteristic of the programming environment since it allows to progressively check the program correctness and debug its possible errors [30] . Various branch sharing common parts (or completely independent) can also coexist in a same patch, which makes it possible to test comparatively and locally some possible alternative or related processes.
Box Types
Various types of boxes refer to the different functional components of a program. Among the main box types are simple value boxes, function boxes, factory boxes, or patch boxes. Boxes can be added to a patch editor either by choosing the corresponding reference (functions or objects) in the window menus or in a specific "Library" window, or directly typing the name of the referred component (e.g. the function or class name) in the patch editor.
The function boxes refer to Lisp functions or to OM functions (we call OM functions particular types of functions designed in OM and including specific visual features such as icons, documentation, etc.) These reference functions can be built-in functions included in the running Lisp or user-defined functions created or loaded dynamically while using OM. The box + of Figure 1 is an example of a simple function box.
The patch boxes represent patches (i.e. programs) inside other patches. They are thus used to perform procedural -or more exactly, functional -abstraction (see section 6).
The factory boxes refer to classes and represent calls generating instances of these classes (equivalent to the CLOS make-instance). The inputs are the arguments of the constructor for this class, corresponding to its different slots (the class initargs in CLOS), and the outputs allow to access the values of these slots for the current (or last created) instance (value of the box). A special input/output in the factory boxes (the first from left) allows respectively to create (by copying or converting an other instance) or to access the instance itself as a value. Figure 3 shows an example of a patch using factory boxes. At the top of the figure is visible a note class factory. The inlets/outlets represent the note itself (first in/outlet from left) and the different slots of the class note (pitch, velocity, duration, etc.) As for function boxes, the slots names and documentation are accessible through the tooltips of the corresponding in/outlets or in the box documentation window. Depending on the class, the current factory box value can be displayed as text (values of the different slots) or with more specific representations (e.g. scores).
Figure 3:
The use of factory boxes in OM. A note object is instantiated from integer values corresponding to its pitch, velocity and duration. The pitch is used and processed in order to create a list of three values, in turn used to instantiate a chord object. In the OM musical objects convention, 100 corresponds to 1 half-tone. Adding 300 then 700 to a pitch amounts to adding a minor third and a fifth to the note for creating the chord.
Figure 3 corresponds to the following Lisp expression:
(let ((note (make-instance 'note :pitch 6700 :vel 80 :dur 1000))) (make-instance 'chord :pitches (list (pitch note) (+ (pitch note) 300) (+ (+ (pitch note) 300) 400))))
Note that some boxes in Figure 3 have multiple connections (the note factory box at the top and one of the + function boxes). Therefore, they shall be called, and recursively call their upstream connected components several time during an evaluation process. This explains for instance that the expression (+ (pitch note) 300) is repeated twice in the corresponding Lisp code. The note instance, however, is created only once (and embedded in the let statement in the corresponding Lisp code): This is due to a special evaluation mode which will be discussed in section 4.4.
Boxes and Containers
Most of the OM language elements (including the patches themselves) can be viewed either as boxes, i.e. compacted in a simple frame, or as containers, i.e. expanded in an individual window. A box can therefore be "opened", generally by double-clicking it, so that its contents can be modified in a dedicated editor (e.g. a patch editor, a generic function editor, a class editor, etc.) Schematically, the visual programming components are represented by a box in their container, and are internally accessible and modifiable thanks to an editor in which their internal elements are in turn represented by boxes and organized following specific syntactic rules.
The Lisp functions however (i.e. the primitive functions of the language or the predefined functions of the OM environment) are not defined graphically: They can be used in the form of boxes in other program containers but cannot be opened and modified in a graphical editor.
The factory boxes also deserve specific comments. Although OM classes can be edited visually (see section 9 on object-oriented programming), a factory box editor will rather allow to visualize and edit the value of the box, i.e. the current (or last) instance it produced. The predefined object classes provided in OM (e.g. musical objects, curves, sound files, etc.) generally have specific editors that make it possible to edit the box value with appropriate interfaces (e.g. score editors, curve editors, etc.) The factory boxes therefore enable editing and modifying the data transmitted and processed in a program, and constitute privileged entry-points for the user to perform interventions at the various steps of the calculus [2] .
Box State and Evaluation Modes
Boxes have a reference and a value, but also the ability to decide, depending on their state, when to call their reference and how to compute and return their value (which we also call its evaluation mode). The complete formal definition of a box actually corresponds to a triplet {reference, value, state}.
Keyboard and mouse shortcuts allow to change the state of a box and set it to several evaluation modes. A little icon informing about special states then appears at the top-left corner of the box.
When state is "normal", the box performs a reference call and the value is updated at each direct or indirect recursive evaluation, as described in section 4.1. Two other box states or evaluation modes are of a particular interest.
In the locked state, the value is computed once and and kept unchanged for all of the following evaluations until the box is unlocked. The further graph evaluations are stopped when reaching a locked and pre-valued box, and hence do not trigger the reference call, nor that of the possible upstream boxes. 3 A locked box therefore semantically correspond to a kind of constant function inserted in the evaluation graph. Note that manual edition of the factory boxes affect their value. They are therefore automatically set to the locked state when modified in order to avoid the possible manual modifications to be overridden by further box evaluations.
Another box state is called eval-once. To understand the corresponding evaluation mode we must first differentiate the "general" evaluation triggered by the user and the "indirect" (or "recursive") box evaluation that occurs when a connected box requires the value of this box. When the box state is eval-once, it will evaluate normally at its first call during a general evaluation and then behave as a locked box during the remainder of this evaluation. This behaviour allows to prevent useless computations when a box has to be evaluated several times in a same general evaluation (i.e. when its outputs are connected to various other boxes in the graph, or when it is upstream an iterative control). In Figure 3 , the note factory box is in state eval-once, as indicates the little "1" icon at the top-left of the box. As we can see in the corresponding Lisp expression, the eval-once mode makes the box simulate a Lisp let statement and behave as a local variable declaration. In contrast, the + box is not in any specific state although it has two downstream connections, which explains the repeated code in the Lisp expression.
Note that in case of nondeterministic processes, the eval-once mode also allows to ensure the consistency of the results by returning the same output value to its different successive callers.
Documentation and Secondary Notation
Each function or class can be assigned a documentation. The OM classes and functions can moreover be set particular documentation and extra information for each of their function arguments, class slots, etc. (see section 10). From a visual program, it is possible to access the documentation and information for a given box through various structured representations such as a tooltips or documentation windows. It is also possible to create inline tutorials or example patches to be assigned to the different functions and classes.
Various means such as text comments, colors or background pictures, also allow to enhance secondary notation [58] and convey extra information in a visual program.
Relation to Text Programming
Supporting text programming complementarily to the visual aspects is an important issue for a visual programming language. Using text programming is indeed often a good solution to cope with the complexity of a program, because of the compactness of the textual representation, or because sometimes things can just be more easily or more efficiently expressed with text than in a visual program. In real-size projects, for scalability issues or for general convenience, it is often necessary to have some components designed or reused under the form of textual functions and components.
OM is not a "naturally" visual language, in the sense that it is actually an augmented visual implementation of a Lisp environment. A set of Lisp editing tools and a traditional Lisp interpreter are accessible and smoothly integrated in the visual programming framework. Any function, method, or class defined in Lisp, in OM or independently from the visual environment, is immediately accessible and can be included in the OM patches (see Figure 4) .
A documented protocol allows to easily create and load external user libraries in OM. These libraries generally consist in specific-purpose collections of functions that can be loaded dynamically and used transparently in the OM patches. When a box's reference is a Lisp function or class, and when the source code of this function or class is available in OM or in the user's code, a keyboard shortcut allows to find and open it in a Lisp editor. The box's reference (function or class) can therefore be modified and dynamically redefined. Conversely, it is possible to use in the Lisp-written code some functions or classes defined graphically, which makes OM falling into the category of Heterogeneous VPLs (HVPLs) as defined in [24] : "both types [of programming] can be arbitrarily mixed and can even operate on the same structures. The programmer is entirely free to choose whatever fits best and to find his personal balance between both modes."
Despite this tight integration, however, there is still a important formal distinction between "graphical" programming components (patches, functions or classes defined in the visual language) and "traditional" Lisp components defined textually. A function defined textually can not be represented and edited as a visual program, and a visual program, function, or class can not be directly displayed and edited as text. The latter conversion could be envisaged with no major problem, though, but at the loss of all graphical information (principally the patch layout and box settings). This makes the text-to-graphical conversion much more difficult for it would require the automatic computation of the graph layout and box positions, but also an exhaustive graphical matching and interpretation for every Lisp statements and constructs.
Functional Abstraction
Functional abstraction basically consists in making some elements of an expression become variables. Inputs and outputs, also represented by boxes, can be introduced in an OM patch to represent these variables in the graph.
Starting from the example in Figure 1 , for instance, it is possible to create the function f (x, y) = (x+6)×y by adding two inputs and one output connected to the program as shows patch1 in Figure 5 As a function definition, it can also be expressed as follows:
(defun patch1 (x y) (* (+ x 6) y)) Input boxes are identified by an index and completed with a name, a documentation string and a default value. This information correspond respectively to the index and name of the patch box inlets, their possible help string and default value in the patch application (see next section).
Functional Application: Patch Boxes
The function defined in a patch can be included in another patch, where the data can be supplied to the abstraction variables (functional application). In Figure 5 (b), patch1 is included in patch2 as a function with 2 arguments and 1 output value. In this example, we see a new type of box (the box labelled patch1 ), which refers to a patch. Its inlets and outlet correspond to the input and output boxes in the patch, and its evaluation would correspond in this case to the Lisp call:
(patch1 5 20) The complete graph in patch2 therefore in turn corresponds to the expression:
Within a patch editor, the program can therefore be modified and partially executed. From the outside, however, it is a box corresponding to a simple function which can be moved/copied and used in different contexts and purposes. The multiple occurrences of a patch box in other patches all refer to the same function.
In these abstraction/application mechanisms, the graphical expressions are converted into real Lisp functions. A process internally carries out this conversion by a recursive call to a code-generating method on the patch functional graph. During this process (called compile-patch) each box generates the Lisp code corresponding to its reference, including the code recursively generated by the boxes it is connected to. For instance, a simple function box code generation looks like :
; Generates the Lisp code for a function box at output 'numout' (defmethod gen-code ((self OMBoxCall) &optional (numout 0)) (if (zerop numout) '(,(reference self) ,@(mapcar #'gen-code (inputs self))) '(nth ,numout (multiple-value-list ...))))
In order to generate the full patch expression, the code-generation process must start with the patch output boxes. As in the case of evaluations, the box inputs allow to follow the functional composition of the patch. The gen-code method of an input will either report the call to the box it is connected to or, if the input is not connected, return its own value textually. Internal locked boxes will also directly return Lisp expressions corresponding to their current value, and input boxes will finally generate the name of the corresponding arguments in the function being defined. The generated Lisp expression is then evaluated as a function definition attached to the patch. Here is a simplified version of the compile-patch function: 4
; Generates the Lisp function for patch 'self' (defmethod compile-patch ((self OMPatch)) (let* ((out-boxes (output-boxes self)) (in-boxes (input-boxes self))) (eval '(defun ,(patch-function self) (,@(mapcar #'name in-boxes)) (values ,@(mapcar #'gen-code out-boxes))) (setf (compiled? self) t) ))
The patch keeps track of user modifications, so this process can take place only when needed, in case of modification and in particular occasions (e.g. before a call to this patch or when the patch editor window is closed by the user). The evaluation of a patch box (class OMBoxPatch) then consists in the application of its attached function to the values connected to its inputs:
; Eval the output indexed by 'numout' for the box 'self' (defmethod omng-box-value ((self OMBoxPatch) &optional (numout 0)) (let ((thepatch (reference self)) (args (mapcar #'omng-box-value (inputs self)))) (unless (compiled? thepatch) (compile-patch thepatch)) (nth numout (multiple-value-list (apply (patch-function thepatch) args))) ))
Local Functions
Complementarily to the abstraction mechanism detailed above, it is possible to create sub-programs (or sub-patches) which are local functions, defined only within the local scope of a patch. Local functions can be created directly in the patch editors, or from already existing patch boxes (by creating a local copy of the patch). These sub-patches are graphically differentiated with the color of their referring boxes. They allow to create self-contained programs with fewer dependencies, at the loss of modularity: While all boxes referring to an abstraction pointed to a unique patch, local functions are duplicates edited independently in each of their occurrences.
For instance in the example of Figure 5 patch1 is an abstraction defined in the environment, which would correspond to the following expressions: With a local function, we have the possibility to obtain something similar to:
(flet ((patch1 (x y) (* (+ x 6) y))) (/ (patch1 5 20) 10)))
In this case, patch1 does not exist outside patch2.
Recursion
A patch box can be dragged in its own editor window, which corresponds to using an abstraction in its own definition, and implements the notion of recursion. Figure 6 shows a patch corresponding to the recursive function "factorial":
(defun factorial (x) (if (= x 1) x (* x (factorial (-x 1))))) Figure 6 : The recursive function "factorial" in OM.
Textual Abstractions
Another possible way to integrate text and visual programming is to create lisp-patches. Lisp-patches are edited textually as lambda expressions and used as abstractions in other patches. The lambda expression is just evaluated and the resulting function is attached to the patch, which referee boxes' inlets and outlets are updated accordingly (see Figure 7 ). 
Higher-Order Programming
In functional languages like Lisp programs and data are generally both considered as "first-class" objects. A Lisp function can thus be considered as data and inspected or constructed in the calculus. This allows for the creation of higher-order functions, i.e. functions accepting other functions as arguments, or producing functions as output values. OM boxes (i.e. function boxes, but also patch boxes or factory boxes) can have their state set to another mode called "lambda", so as to return their reference call as a functional object (an anonymous function) instead of the result of this reference's functional application. When a patch box is in mode lambda, a small "lambda" icon is displayed on it. Concretely the omng-box-value method of the box will return a lambda expression instead of evaluating the reference call as it is the case in the "normal" state. A box like +, for instance, would return a function equivalent to (lambda (x y) (+ x y)); the patch patch1 ( Figure 5 ) would return a function equivalent to (lambda (x y) (* (+ x 6) y)), and so forth. The resulting function can then be used and eventually called as such in the continuation of the program execution. Figure 8 shows examples of the use of patch1 with the lambda mode. (mapcar #'(lambda (x y) (* (+ x 6) y)) '(4 5 6) '(10 11 12)) >> (100 121 144) (mapcar #'(lambda (y) (let ((x 6)) (* (+ x 6) y))) '(10 11 12)) >> (120 132 144) Figure 9 shows another example of the use of a lambda function as a test of equivalence between the elements in a list.
Currying (i.e. transformation of a function of n arguments into a function of n − 1 arguments) can also be carried out using the lambda state, by connecting some of the inputs of the box. In this case the connected inputs are not considered as variables of the lambda form but evaluated and embedded in the lexical closure (see Figure 8 -b).
Control Structures
Various control structures commonly used in programming languages are available in the form of special boxes and editors in OM. Figure 10 shows an example of an omloop, which represents an iterative process (equivalent to a Lisp loop statement). The omloop box visible on the left is associated to a special patch editor in which the iteration process is defined. Figure 10 . They are used and combined in the omloop editor in order to control the iteration. In this example the iteration is done on the list given as the input of the loop via the list-loop iterator (other available iterators include while, for, on-list). The box eachtime evaluates its incoming connection triggering a demand-driven execution at each iteration. It corresponds to the do statement in the Lisp loop. The collect box simulates a temporary memory and acts as the collect statement in the Lisp loop. It collects elements in a list when evaluated from its first outlet, and returns the resulting list when evaluated from its second outlet (evaluation of the third outlet reinitializes the memory). Other similar accumulator tools are available, like sum, max, min, etc. Users can also define their own loop accumulation rules. The box finally is evaluated when iteration terminates and returns the result of the omloop (in this case, the content of the collect memory).
At each step of the iteration of Figure 10 , hence for each element in the list, another control structure is used: the conditional omif, which corresponds to the Lisp if statement (also seen in the previous example on Figure 6 ). This conditional box provides flow control by evaluating its second input ("then") or its third input ("else") depending on the result of a condition connected to its first input. Here, the values from the list are incremented if they are inferior to a given threshold or returned as such if not. The successive results are collected in the list returned as the result of the iteration. This loop corresponds to the following Lisp function:
(lambda (list) (loop for x in list collect (if (>= x 5) x (+ x 5)))))
The file-box tool is another example of a visual iteration, performing the equivalent of an omloop within a with-open-file statement, i.e. with an input and/or output access to a file stream (see Figure 11 ). 
Class Definitions
The OM environment contains several thematic packages, in which predefined or user-defined functions and classes are organized. A class tree editor for the different OM packages is accessible. Figure 12 shows the class tree of the score package. Classes can be created and modified graphically from this window. After selecting a name and an icon, the contents of a new class is specified using the class editor visible in Figure  13 . Basically, class editing consists in adding/removing slots, setting their names, types, and default values. Inheritance relationships can be set in the class tree editor (see Figure 12 ). Users cannot modify the OM predefined classes; however they can define new classes inheriting from them. As the class tree editor only contains and displays the classes of a given package, class alias boxes can be used to represent the classes from foreign packages required for creating such inheritance relationships (the dotted box frames in Figures  12 and 13) .
The equivalent Lisp expression for Figure 13 , automatically generated and evaluated in this situation, is:
(defclass! myclass (chord) ((env :accessor env :initarg :env :type bpf :allocation :instance :initform (make-instance 'bpf)) (val :accessor val :initarg :val :allocation :instance :type integer :initform 0)) (:icon 212) (:documentation "")) A class defined in OM can be dragged in a visual program where it is represented by a corresponding factory box (remember the note and chord factory boxes in Figure 3 ).
Generic Functions, Methods
The polymorphism of the generic functions in CLOS is also integrated in the OM visual language. Like OM classes, the OM generic functions and their different methods are organized and accessible in the different packages, from which they can be selected or edited.
Opening a generic function displays its internal methods in the generic function editor. Methods can be added, removed or edited from this window. Figure 14 (a) shows the editor for the generic function om+, which lists its four existing methods. Each method specializes the generic function for the different possible types of its arguments. 5 The generic function om+ is actually a predefined OM function so its internal methods can not be edited graphically. It is possible, however, to add new methods to this function and specialize it for specific types of arguments. Figure 14 also shows the editor of a new method being defined for the generic function om+. This editor looks like a patch editor but it has a fixed number of input boxes corresponding to the arguments of the generic function. These input boxes have the particularity to be typed inputs which will identify (i.e. specialize) this particular method. The specialization of the method arguments is done by dragging class boxes on the different input boxes. A typed input box then presents the required outlets that allow to access directly the different slots of the argument value (see for instance the first input of the method in Figure 14 , specialized with the class chord ).
The auxiliary methods :before, :around and :after provided by the CLOS standard method combination can also be created by selecting the corresponding option at the top of the method editor. Figure 14 : Method definition. A new method specializes the generic function om+ for arguments of types chord and number. This method returns a chord which pitches are the addition of the pitches of the chord given as a first argument (self ) + the second argument (a number) × 100 (100 means 1 half-tone for OM musical objects).
The method created in Figure 14 (b) corresponds to the following Lisp definition:
(defmethod! om+ ((self chord) (num number)) (make-instance 'chord :pitches (om+ (pitches self) (om* num 100)))))
Among the other object-oriented programming features available in OM are also the possibility to define a specific processing function called at creating an instance of a class (corresponding to initialize-instance in CLOS), or to redefine graphically the accessor methods for its different slots. Figure 15 shows the visual redefinition of the initialize-instance method for the class defined in Figure 13 . Figure 15 : Visual definition of the initialize-instance method for class myclass. The slot env (for "envelope") is initialized with a 2D curve describing the dynamics of the chord (myclass is a subclass of chord ), and the slot val is initialized with the number of notes in the chord. Note the use of call-next-method, which calls the superclass' initialize-instance prior to the one defined in this method, as well as the flow control box sequence which, upon evaluation of its nth output, evaluates sequentially all of its inputs and then returns the nth result.
10 The MetaObject Protocol
Elements of the Language Architecture
In CLOS, classes, functions, methods, and other element of the language are metaobject classes, which can be handled thanks to the MetaObject Protocol (MOP [37] ). The MOP yields reflexive properties to the language: The elements of the programs, instances of metaobject classes, can be processed and modified at runtime by these same programs.
The OM language metaobjects (OMClass, OMGenericFunction, OMMethod, etc.) extend the standard CLOS metaobject classes, and have been set particular properties related to specific visual aspects of the language (icons specification, documentation, persistence, behaviours in the graphical user interface, and so on). OMClass, for instance, is a subclass of standard-class. It has a slot called icon containing an icon ID converted to a picture when the class has to be displayed on screen:
(defclass omclass (standard-class) ((icon :initarg :icon :initform 0) ...)) >> #<standard-class omclass> CLOS allows to determine the class of a metaobject (i.e. its metaclass): From there on, OMClass will be the general metaclass of all the OM objects and metaobjects. In other words, all classes in OM are defined as OMClasses instead of being standard-classes:
(defclass my-class () ((slot1 :initarg :slot1 :accessor slot1) (slot2 :initarg :slot2 :accessor slot2)) (:metaclass omclass))
>> #<omclass my-class>
The OM metaobject classes themselves are also instances of OMClass. In the following example, we see that OMMethod is both a subclass of standard-method, and an instance of OMClass.
(defclass OMMethod (OMBasicObject standard-method) ([... OMMethod slots ...]) (:metaclass omclass))
>> #<omclass ommethod>
Specific protocols are established for an easier instantiation of OM metaobjects (i.e. class/method/function definitions). The macros defclass! and defmethod! expand as calls to defclass and defmethod that specify the appropriate metaclass for the new metaobject and allow for the setting of its specific attributes. An OMClass, for instance, can be created directly as follows:
(defclass! my-class2 () () (:icon 21))
>> #<omclass my-class2>
The same principle applies for generic functions and methods. In the following example, the keywords icon, initvals and indoc allow to specify the attributes of the OMMethod instance which is created, that will be used to specify respectively an icon for the graphical representation of this method, and the default value and documentation for each of its arguments:
(defmethod! my-method (arg1 arg2) :icon 123 :initvals '(0 0) :indocs '("argument1" "argument2") (+ arg1 arg2))
>> #<ommethod my-method>
This syntax is used in the OM or user code for defining functions and classes, and is also generated when they are defined graphically (see for instance the "equivalent" Lisp definitions in section 9).
Visual MOP (VMOP)
In the current distributed release, there are no standard tools in OM for handling metaobjects graphically (i.e. creating new classes of classes or classes of functions, extending their behaviour, and so forth). This is possible in practice, though, and was part of the original design and implementation of the language as presented in [1] . A description of OM metaobject programming features (VMOP -Visual MetaObject Programming) and some applications are given in [3] .
It is worthy of note that the boxes and other visual components which provide the visual language's graphical representation and user interaction framework are other basic elements of the visual language specification (called "visual metaobjects"). The visual metaobject classes and the visual features in general are therefore part of the language, which enables the actual reflexive aspects in OM. Interesting applications enabled by visual metaobject programming are for instance the possibility to modify the evaluation behaviour of some types of boxes (e.g. adding graphical indications on a box when it is computing or waiting for upstream boxes computation), or even to transform the language execution model (e.g. making the connection of the box triggering computations). Examples of such applications are also detailed in [1] and [3] .
Persistence

Workspace and Persistent Objects
The main window of the OM environment is called a workspace and is similar to a classical OS desktop. In this workspace the user creates his/her programs (patches) and organizes them in directories. Figure 16 shows an OM workspace. Each icon represents a patch or a folder containing patches or sub-folders. From the workspace, patches can be open and edited as shown in the previous sections. They can also be dragged to an already open patch editor in order to be represented in it as a patch box, as shown in the example of Figure 5 . The workspace organization reflects a real file architecture on the disk: patches are "persistent" objects. They are saved as Lisp expressions which evaluation recreate the original boxes and graphs, eventually displayed in the patch editors. Similarly, the user-defined metaobjects (classes or methods) are organized in packages and accessible via a specific package browser window. They can be edited from there or dragged to a patch editor in order to take part of a program being created. They are also saved as Lisp expressions in files, so that the user can save his whole programming framework contents and later reload his programs, classes and functions as in a traditional programming environment. Global variables are also implemented and stored as persistent objects: They can be created in the environment and referenced in visual programs as well.
These persistence and storage features allow significant code reuse possibilities, which is a major issue in visual programming language design [14] . The elements of the workspace (principally, the patches, that one could compare to atomic modules or functions) and of the packages architecture (respectively corresponding to the CLOS functions and objects) constitute the building blocks of an overall project or programming framework, or maybe, in terms related to computer-aided composition, of a compositional "modeling space" [49] . These functions and objects can be stored independently and used freely in one another, allowing an almost unlimited scalability and complexity of the programs.
How It Works
A generic function omng-save determines the self-generating Lisp expression for saving every type of object in the OM environment.
Atomic data types simply return their value. For compound data structures, however, similarly to what we have seen with the code generation of a visual program, a recursive process generates this expression from top-level structures down to their internal components. A simple example is for instance the saving method for a list, which is defined as follows:
; Generates the Lisp code for saving/reloading a list (defmethod omng-save ((self list)) '(list ,@(mapcar #'omng-save self)))
Following this principle, and with some simplification, the definition of omng-save for a standard class is as follows:
; Generates the Lisp code for saving/reloading instances of class 'C' (defmethod omng-save ((self C)) '(make-instance ',(class-name (class-of self)) ,@(mapcan #'(lambda (slot) (list (slot-initarg slot) (omng-save (slot-value self (slot-name slot))))) (class-slots (class-of self))) ))
The instances of this class (or its subclasses) will therefore respond to omng-save with the following expression, where value1, value2, etc. initialize the slots with the current values of the instance attributes:
(make-instance 'C :slot1 value1 :slot2 value2 ...)
For the boxes and other top-level graphical components of a patch, the generated code must contain the internal reference (i.e. the class name, function name, sub-patch, and so forth) which will allow to recreate the right type of box, but also its graphical attributes (position, size, and the like), its state and its internal value, as well as that of each of the different inputs. The omng-save method for a box, here also with some simplifications, will therefore look like:
; Generates the Lisp code for saving/reloading a box (defmethod omng-save ((self OMBox)) '(make-new-box ,(name self) ,(reference self) ,(box-position self) ,(box-size self) ,(omng-save (value self)) ,(state self) ',(mapcar #'omng-save (inputs self)) ))
Finally (or first of all) a top-level persistent object (e.g., a patch, method, etc.) will simply write in a file its own generated expression, including the recursive omng-save call to its internal boxes.
Discussion: OM in Practice
It is hard to select and present typical applications of the use of OM since they could never really stand for representative examples of how and what such as visual programming language is to be used for. Nevertheless, the numerous practical applications and experiments gathered around OM shall let us draw some general observations. The following example patches (Figures 17, 18, 19 ) are extracted from recent pieces created in OM and reported in [12] .
We shall first mention that the role and position that the visual programming and computer-aided composition environment in general plays in a given work or compositional approach can be very different from one composer to another. If some composers will use it for generating a whole piece in a program run (a kind of "algorithmic composition" approach), others will just consider the environment as an experimental framework where ideas and models are tested, but from which no actual musical material will be output and actually used in a piece. In between are the major part of OM users, who use the language, depending on their projects and purpose, to determine some specific musical data (e.g. rhythmic or harmonic structures), to generate abstract forms and material, or to perform operations and treatment of this musical material (transformation, automatic analysis, processing, etc.)
The textual vs. visual issue also deserves a word. In this respect, our experience showed that depending on the user and his/her goals, OM can be used either as a fully graphical language, where all is done via visual programs (from low-level processes to large-scale modular programming), or as an integration environment where Lisp-programmed tools and functions are just put together in a global project. Most of the time the reality is also between these two extreme cases; At least, the use of predefined musical functions and classes provided in OM position the standard user in an intermediate situation.
In the examples provided here, we can see that some of the function boxes used by the composers are either Lisp primitives (e.g. length in Figure 17 ), predefined OM functions (e.g. arithm-ser in Figure 17 18), or user-defined functions performing more specific operations loaded from libraries or written by the composer himself (e.g. subst-proportions in Figure 17 , substitution of rhythmic patterns by others in a hierarchical rhythmic structure, or interpol-prof in Figure 18 , interpolation between melodic lines following specific profiles and constraints). A frequent situation is that the user first experiments with visual programs, then encapsulates relevant tools in Lisp modules as these tools get sufficient generality and maturity, and as he/she gets used with Lisp programming. [47] . Note the patch boxes (abstractions) in "lambda" mode, allowing to process and transform input data by successive higher-order function calls.
Finally we shall end with some comments about the use of the different programming paradigms available in OM. Functional programming seems to be "naturally" integrated by music composers, as well as the data flow graph model in general (Figure 19 is an example of the use of "lambda patch" boxes and higher-order programming). Although they were not addressed in the present paper, constraint programming tools also regularly find concrete and interesting applications. Harmonic, rhythmic or polyphonic structures have all been subjected to numerous successful formalization in the form of constraint satisfaction problems. Many of such applications are reported by OM users in [5, 12] .
Object-oriented programming, however, has found fewer applications. If this programming approach is continuously used more or less consciously by the OM users when using factories and creating instances of in-built classes, and by Lisp developers when defining classes and methods, there are very few cases of composers actually using object-orientation in the visual language as a tool for reaching some particular objective or reflecting formal compositional concepts. A noteworthy exception is the use of classes and hierarchy in OMChroma [4] , a system devised by composer Marco Stroppa for the control of sound synthesis where classes correspond to underlying synthesis modules and are conceptually related to "sound potentials" or "equivalence classes" of sounds (see Figure 20 ). From these classes, subclasses can be graphically created or personalized, and then instantiated in OM patches with parametric values in order to generate concrete sounds.
For a more complete overview of the application of OM in music composition, the reader can refer to The OM Composer's Book series [5, 12] : Each chapter in these books is written by a composer describing his/her use of the visual programming language in relation to a particular musical approach and for the creation of some specific works. 
Conclusion
We have presented some aspects of the OM visual programming language, and more specifically of its functional and object-oriented programming features. As we tried to demonstrate, almost all of the main programming techniques and constructs commonly used in Lisp/CLOS (abstraction, recursion, control structures, classes/methods definitions etc.) can be implemented graphically. OM fully supports functional and object-oriented paradigms, and both imperative and declarative approaches (several works on constraints programming have given fruitful results [8, 68] ). Through a close similarity and an extensive use of the MOP in the language design, access is provided to most underlying programming structures and to the native components of the language itself.
The diagram model is not strictly applied and replaced by other visualization modes as soon as they appear more convenient: Documents browsing, for example, is done through desktop file/folder representations; and data setting protocols generally make use of form-like interfaces, or other advanced and specialized editors. Moreover, the visual tools can be completed at every level by text programming. The integration of textual and visual parts, along with abstraction features and the implementation of persistent objects and processes, provide effective means to address the program scalability issue. According to the usual VPL evaluation criteria OM can therefore be considered a fairly complete language [38] , and overcomes many weaknesses identified in early visual programming languages (e.g. lack of formal specification, problems of large-scale program design, text/graphical integration, comments and secondary notation, etc. [54] ).
Further works and improvements on the OM visual language could however be envisaged, for instance concerning the object-oriented framework: Improving its usability and interface would perhaps increase composer's interest and implication in this paradigm, which keeps being harder to understand and explore for composers (see section 12). As mentioned above, simultaneous text/visual representation of a same program, function or class is theoretically partially possible and could also be an interesting approach to the integration of these two programming modalities.
Also note that the macros, which count in the most powerful features of Common Lisp, are not implemented graphically in OM and thereby constitute one of its major lacks concerning the visual/Lisp programming symmetry. A visual macro could be imagined as a patch generating an other patch when evaluated: This is not straightforward but theoretically possible, though probably of a little use for OM users. Finally, in a more prospective direction, the relevance and implementation of different interactive program execution modes could be investigated as an evolution of the language, as well as the possibility to provide efficient visual debugging tools.
Complementarily to the general-purpose programming features, OM provides an important set of classes, data structures and predefined functions allowing to develop musical processes. We shall also mention the existence of other types of programming interfaces, which have not been described here and allow to create musical structures in the form of programs extended with temporal semantics (maquettes, see [7, 1] ), or to integrate programs in the context of score documents [11] .
Generally speaking, and whatever it might be designed for, a crucial criteria for a visual programing environment is its ability to support the creation of real-life works and projects. In this matter, and probably also because it was designed in a strong "application-oriented" perspective, OM has proven to be successful and counts central roles in the production of numerous contemporary musical pieces created during the past 10 years. Although we mainly presented it as a general programming environment, the actual audience of OpenMusic is principally a community of contemporary music composers with very heterogeneous programming skills and general familiarity with the computer tools. After years of collaborations and pedagogical support, it seems like music creation became a domain where visual programming effectively succeeded in being adopted. This emphasizes another possible role of visual programming as a pedagogical tool, likely to introduce programming to specific communities of computer users, and to progressively change the way to conceive the relation between the user and the system in such creative applications.
